*adapted from Chapter 7 of Buckner’s Notebook Know-How (2005)

Passage to discuss in class:
Page: Note a passage that really stood out to you that

you would like to have a class discussion over. This
could be something that has major implications in plot
or character development, the effect of certain
literary techniques, or anything else you find
significant.
Noteworthy Literature/Literary Techniques:

Pay attention to what the author is intentionally
doing with language, including intentional use of
literary devices. In this box you should make note
of:
o Examples of imagery
o Figurative language
o Metaphors/similes
o Hyperbole
o Personification
o Repetition
o Allusion
o etc

Name: _________________________________________
(Date it’s due, not date it’s assigned)
Date: _________________
Reading Assignment: __________-__________
Chapter(s):
Questions:

Ask questions as you read. Such
questions could include:
o Confusion over something (“I don’t get
it” questions)
o Philosophical questions (Big-picture
questions about life)
o Unfamiliar vocabulary (make sure you
look it up as well!)
o Inference/Prediction questions (“Is he
really talking about...?”; “I wonder if
he will...”)
o Questions about setting/specific events

Motifs:

Are there reappearing motifs throughout
the novel? Note when they appear here.

Notes:

Pictures/Formatting:

In this
o
o
o

section, be sure to take notes on:
Major plot and character developments
Emerging themes
Who the speaker is in each chapter, how you know, and how
their voice is different than the other speakers (how they are
tying to communicate their ideas)
o Personal connections
o Your thoughts on what you’re reading (What you like/don’t like
and why)
o Any thing you feel is worth mentioning or remembering.

Are there any pictures
or abnormal formatting
choices (Ex. P.282-283)
in this reading section?
If so, record what they
are, questions you have
about it, and the effect
it has on you.

Summary:

This is simply a summary of what you just read. If the reading assignment covers multiple chapters, your
summaries can be divided by chapter but don’t have to be. This is a great reference tool if you ever need
to come back and refresh yourself on what this particular section or chapter(s) is about.

